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Abstract
Circulating tumor cell (CTC) clusters possess a much higher capability to seed metastasis than single
CTCs. However, the mechanism underlying this phenomenon is still elusive and no reports have
investigated the role of posttranscriptional RNA regulation in CTC clusters. Here, we compared alternative
splicing (AS) and alternative polyadenylation (APA) pro�les between single CTCs and CTC clusters. 994
and 836 AS events were identi�ed in single CTCs and CTC clusters, separately. About ~20% of AS events
exhibited alterations between both cell types. The differential splicing of SRSF6 was a core event that
caused AS pro�les’ disturbance and made CTC clusters more dangerous. Concerning APA, we identi�ed
global 3’ UTRs lengthening in CTC clusters compared with single CTCs. This change was mainly
regulated by 14 core APA factors, especially PPP1CA. The altered APA pro�les boosted the cell cycle of
CTC clusters and re�ected that CTC clusters endured less oxidative stress. Our study investigated the
posttranscriptional regulation mechanisms in CTC clusters, found that the perturbation of AS and APA
contributed to the superiority of CTC clusters compared with single CTCs, and laid the foundation for
developing antisense oligonucleotides that inhibit metastasis by reducing CTC clusters.

Key Points
Establishing a pipeline for revealing AS and APA pro�les based on single-cell RNA sequencing
libraries.

About ~20% of AS events exhibit alterations between CTC clusters and single CTCs.

The CTC clusters-speci�c splicing of SRSF6 causes AS pro�les’ disturbance and make CTC clusters
more dangerous.

Identi�cation of global 3’ UTRs lengthening in CTC clusters compared with single CTCs for the �rst
time, which boosts the cell cycle of CTC clusters.

Introduction
Metastasis, the spread of cells from the primary tumor to distant organs followed by their unlimited
proliferation, is one of the most devastating aspects of malignancy[1]. It is widely known that metastasis
is mainly mediated by circulating tumor cells (CTC), which transit through the bloodstream and seed in
distant locations for subsequent progress[2]. There are at least two forms of CTC in the blood of cancer
patients: single CTCs and CTC clusters[3, 4]. Compared with single CTCs, CTC clusters possess a much
higher capability to seed metastasis. It is reported that CTC clusters have 23~50-fold increased
metastatic potential and the presence of them is associated with a signi�cantly poor prognosis, a�rming
the bright prospect of hampering CTC clusters to reduce cancer dissemination[5]. However, only a few
studies tried to dissect the molecular biology of CTC clusters and no reports have aimed to reveal the
posttranscriptional regulation mechanism in CTC clusters, especially on the aspect of alternative splicing
(AS) and alternative polyadenylation (APA).
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Alternative splicing is a mechanism in which almost all introns of pre-mRNAs are discarded and exons
are selectively retained, thereby contributing to protein complexity in eukaryotes[6, 7]. Alternative
polyadenylation is a process that produces isoforms with distinct 3’termini from the same gene, resulting
in altered mRNA function, localization, stability, and translation e�ciency[8]. The perturbation of AS and
APA can lead to various types of diseases, including cancer[9]. It has been realized for a long time that
modulating AS and APA by mRNA-based therapies is a promising approach to treat diseases. Recently,
the FDA-approved mRNA vaccines for COVID-19 (BNT162b1, mRNA-1273, Givosiran, etc.) and dozens of
mRNA-targeted drugs for refractory diseases[10], ushering in an upsurge of mRNA-based therapies and
provided a solid rationale to target mRNA as an anticancer strategy[11]. Compared with traditional
protein-based therapies, RNA-based therapies have potential advantages because they can theoretically
target any gene (especially the previously undruggable targets), have more direct and simple
development procedures, and are more stable at room temperature, a feature conducive to their
distribution and storage[12]. Several RNA-based therapeutic platforms have been developed, including
antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), microRNA, small interfering RNA, and aptamers[13]. Among them, the
application of ASOs to convert AS and APA is currently one of the most well-established and promising
cancer treatment strategies[14]. To illustrate, as of January 1, 2021, a total of 229 clinical trials have
studied 60 oligonucleotide drugs for the treatment of cancer, of which 195 trials have applied ASOs as
interventions, only 7 trials for microRNA, 17 trials for siRNAs and 9 trials for aptamers. Besides, there are
15 phase 2/3 or phase 3 clinical trials investigating oligonucleotide therapeutics as cancer treatment, and
they are all focused on ASOs[15]. Because the most common mechanism of ASOs is to modulate AS and
APA[14], the sparse understanding of AS and APA pro�les and dynamics in CTC clusters inhibits the
development of such promising therapies that are expected to interfere with CTC clusters and
signi�cantly reduce cancer dissemination and metastasis.

In this study, we mainly focused on revealing the pro�le and dynamic perturbation of AS and APA in CTC
clusters compared with single CTCs, investigating why these key posttranscriptional regulation
mechanisms changed and whether these alterations contributed to the more malignant phenotype of
CTC clusters. Through solving these questions, our study provided a genome-wide posttranscriptional
regulation pro�le of single CTCs and CTC clusters, unraveled molecular characteristics that promote
metastasis, and enabled the identi�cation of ASOs targets for hampering CTC clusters.

Materials And Methods
Compilation of Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data

To investigate and compare the AS and APA pro�les in single CTCs and CTC clusters, we collected four
scRNA-seq datasets, including SRP131647[16], SRP133387[17], SRP066632[18], SRP186111[19]. These
datasets were produced according to the Smart-seq2 protocol[20], which is appropriate for AS
quanti�cation. Dataset SRP131647 and SRP133387 contain single CTCs and CTC clusters from matched
breast cancer patients and xenografts. Dataset SRP066632 contains single CTCs derived from breast
cancer patients, while SRP186111 includes CTC clusters from breast cancer patients and xenografts. We
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downloaded raw sequencing data in FASTQ format from the NCBI SRA database. Dataset SRP131647
was used to draw main conclusions, while the other three datasets were obtained for validating results. In
this study, we de�ned dataset SRP131647 as discovery set, SRP133387 as validation set 1, SRP066632
as validation set 2, and SRP186111 as validation set 3.

Raw data processing and gene/transcript expression quanti�cation

FastQC (version 0.11.8) was applied to perform Initial quality checks on raw sequencing data, and Trim-
Galore (version 0.5.0) was employed to remove adaptor sequences and low-quality reads. To remove
potential contaminations in the xenograft models, we used STAR (version 2.7.0f)[21] to map the reads
from datasets SRP131647, SRP133387, and SRP186111 to a combined human (hg38) and mouse
(mm10) genome reference. For dataset SRP066632, we directly mapped trimmed reads to human
genome (hg38) reference. Cells having uniquely aligned reads less than 1,000,000 or showing more than
5% of reads derived from mice were �ltered out. Salmon (version 1.3.1)[22] was used to calculate the
expression of genes and transcripts in each cell. To make the quality control more stringent, we further
removed cells that met any of the following criteria: (1) the number of genes detected < 2000; (2) the
percentage of mitochondrial genes > 20%; (3) the expression level of EPCAM < 10 and PTPRC > 10 TPM.
Finally, 92 single CTCs and 82 CTC clusters from ten breast cancer patients and three xenografts were
retained in dataset SRP131647. The other three datasets for validation contained a total of 202 single
CTCs and CTC clusters, in which dataset SRP133387 preserved 66 single CTCs and 64 CTC clusters from
matched donors, SRP066632 contained 41 single CTCs, and SRP186111 included 31 CTC clusters.

AS events quanti�cation

AS events were detected and quanti�ed by Outrigger (version 1.1.1), a module of Expedition[23], with
default settings. Percent Spliced In (PSI) was used to measure AS events, which represents the exon-
inclusion ratio. By default, Outrigger only calculates the PSI values of AS events with more than ten
junction reads; otherwise, it outputs missing values. AS events identi�ed in at least �ve cells of each cell
type were kept for further analysis. IGV (version 2.5.3)[24] was used to draw Sashimi plots when
visualizing exon coverages and splice junctions.

APA events quanti�cation

To quantify APA events, we use the coverage data (wig �les generated by STAR) as input for the DaPars2
algorithm (version 2.0)[25, 26], which directly infers the APA usage by comparing standard RNA-seq data
from multiple samples. The Percentage Distal Usage Index (PDUI) score was calculated by DaPars2,
which quanti�es the fraction of distal poly(A) site usage for the corresponding gene. PDUI score near 0
means that the gene tends to use proximal PAS, while genes favoring distal PAS usage were assigned
PDUI scores near 1. Because DaPars2 would produce many missing values in the PDUI matrix due to the
relatively low sequencing depth of scRNA-seq compared to standard bulk RNA-seq, we further imputed
the missing value by scDaPars (version 0.0.1) [27], a tool designed explicitly for scRNA-seq data to tackle
the sparsity by sharing APA information across similar cells.
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APA events in primary breast tumor and breast cancer cell lines

APA pro�les of primary breast tumor and breast cancer cell lines were obtained from Synapse
(https://www.synapse.org/, syn7888354). As previously described [28], RNA-seq BAM �les of 837 primary
breast tumor samples, 105 paired nontumor samples, and 47 breast cancer cell lines were obtained from
the National Cancer Institute’s Genomic Data Commons (GDC) (https://gdc.cancer. gov). DaPars was
further utilized to identify APA events and calculate PDUI values for each sample.

Modality assignment

The PSI/PDUI distribution of an AS/APA event in a group of cells can be summarized by the modality.
Anchor (version 1.1.1), the other module of Expedition, was applied to assign modalities to AS/APA
events. Since PSI/PDUI values are continuous between 0 and 1, Anchor �ts the values to a Beta
distribution. The probability density function Pr(α, β) of the Beta distribution is de�ned between (0, 1),
with parameters α >0 and β >0. Anchor assigns modalities to AS/APA events based on the goodness of �t
of four models (excluded (1=< α < β), included (α > β >=1), bimodal (α = β <1), and middle (α = β >1)).
Multimodal modality was used as the null model where parameters α and β equal 1. During the
assignment process, Anchor �rst measures how well the AS/APA event �ts the excluded and included
models. If the �t is poor, test the middle and bimodal models. If still poorly �tted, then Anchor will assign
multimodal modality to this event.

Investigating regulators of differential AS/APA events between single CTCs and CTC clusters

From SpliceAid2[29], we collected 68 reliable splicing factors (SFs), most of which belong to hnRNPs or
SR protein families. Twenty-two core APA factors were obtained from one previous report[30]. Spearman
correlation test was applied pair-wise to identify the interaction between SFs (core APA factors) and
differential AS (APA) events, the regulatory role of differentially spliced genes participating in RNA
splicing (mRNA 3'−end processing) on differential AS (APA) events. The pairs were signi�cantly
associated if the absolute value of Spearman correlation |Rs| > 0.3 and the adjusted P-value < 0.05.
Cytoscape (version 3.7.1)[31] was used to draw dysregulation networks.

Exploration of the functional meaning of differential AS/APA events between single CTCs and CTC
clusters

Protein-coding genes affected by differential AS/APA events were obtained to perform GO enrichment
analysis through the R package “clusterPro�lers”[32]. To evaluate the effects of alternative exons on
isoforms’ coding ability, we retrieved protein-coding information from the annotation �le GENCODE v27.
To identify whether alternative exons inclusion would affect functional domains, we searched domains of
each isoform through Pfam[33].

highly conserved miRNA sites in acquired and lost 3’ UTRs

https://gdc.cancer/
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We retrieved highly conserved miRNA binding sites and their corresponded miRNA families from
TargetScanHuman 7.2 [34]. This information, along with the genomic position of altered 3’UTRs predicted
by DaPars2 was used to calculate the number of miRNA sites in acquired and lost 3’ UTRs.

Effects of APA Events on Drug Sensitivity

We obtained the drug sensitivity data from the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) data portal
[35] to evaluate the effects of APA events on drug sensitivity. Spearman correlation analysis was
conducted to measure the association between the IC50 from GDSC and the PDUI of APA events. The
absolute value of correlation coe�cients > 0.3 and FDR < 0.05 indicates a signi�cant correlation between
drug sensitivity and PDUI, which is equivalent or stricter than commonly used in drug sensitivity
studies[36].

Cell cycle phase classi�cation

CellCycleScoring function implemented in Seurat was utilized to identify the cell cycle status of each
cell[37]. This function relies on 97 cell cycle marker genes, including 43 for S phase and 44 for G2/M
phase[38]. CellCycleScoring assigns each cell a score according to its expression of S and G2/M phase
markers. The cells were assigned to G1 if both S-score and G2/M-score were lower than average (i.e.,
negative). Otherwise, the cells were assigned to S or G2/M, depending on which score is larger.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical tests were two-sided and performed in R software. We applied the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure to adjust P-values and considered P-values less than 0.05 as statistical signi�cance in
analyses.

Results
The AS pro�les in single CTCs and CTC clusters

To study the pattern of AS events in single CTCs and CTC clusters, we utilized a set of scRNA-seq data
derived from matched breast cancer patients and xenografts with accession number SRP131647 in the
NCBI SRA database. After stringent quality control (see methods), 92 single CTCs and 82 CTC clusters in
this dataset were kept for downstream analysis. We also gathered three other datasets (validation sets)
to con�rm the results obtained from dataset SRP131647 (discovery set). The number of uniquely
mapped reads of single CTCs and CTC clusters in all datasets were similar (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1A-C) and no
obvious 3’-end bias was found (Fig. 1B, Fig. S1D-F), suggesting that it is reasonable to investigate AS
events based on these datasets. In datasets SRP131647 and SRP133387, the AS pro�les of cells derived
from patients and xenografts were similar (Fig. 1C-D), justifying the strategy that comparing all single
CTCs with all CTC clusters regardless of their origin. There was no signi�cant difference in the number of
AS events identi�ed in single CTCs and CTC clusters, and these numbers were of the same order of
magnitude across different datasets (Fig. 1E, Fig. S1G-I). In total, 994 high-con�dence AS events were
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identi�ed in single CTCs, including 975 skipped exon (SE) events and 19 mutually exclusive exon (MXE)
events (Fig. S1J). These AS events affected 778 genes, of which 769 were coding genes, 1 was antisense
RNA, and 8 were processed transcripts annotated by GENCODE v27. Parallelly, we identi�ed 836 high-
con�dence AS events in CTC clusters, containing 820 SE and 16 MXE. These AS events regulated 670
genes, of which 662 were coding genes, 1 was antisense RNA, and 7 were processed transcripts (Fig. 1F).
The low proportion of MXE in identi�ed AS events and high fraction of protein-coding genes regulated by
AS were concordant with other studies dissecting AS pro�les of malignancies based on bulk RNA-seq
data[39, 40]. Among all alternative exons in single CTCs and CTC clusters, about half had intact codons
(the length of intact codons is a multiple of three) (Fig. 1G). The distribution of median PSI value of AS
events identi�ed in single CTCs and CTC clusters was similar and the heterogeneity across each cell was
low in terms of PSI’s distribution (Fig. 1H-J). Next, we classi�ed AS events into �ve modalities according
to PSI’s distribution. An AS event was “excluded” if all PSIs of a group of cells were near 0, “included” if
all PSIs were near 1, “middle” if all PSIs were near 0.5, and “bimodal” if some PSIs were close to 1 and
others near 0. Otherwise, it was classi�ed as “multimodal” (Fig. 1K). We found that in both single CTCs
and CTC clusters, the number of included AS events was the most, and the number of excluded events
was the second. In single CTCs, bimodal and multimodal AS events accounted for 26.7%, while these two
modalities accounted for 16.5% in CTC clusters. No middle AS events were detected in both cell types.
Although the whole modality pattern of AS events in single CTCs and CTC clusters were similar, the
proportion of bimodal events in CTC clusters was much lower than that in single CTCs (Fig. 1L; Table S1).
To validate the reliability of these modalities assigned to AS events, we gathered dataset SRP133387 as
validation set 1, which contained 66 single CTCs and 64 CTC clusters from matched breast cancer
patients and xenografts after strict quality control. Among shared AS events detected in single CTCs from
both datasets, 89.3% (582/652) were assigned to the same modalities, while in CTC clusters, 95.3%
(562/590) of modalities were the same (Fig. 1M-N). To further con�rm the robustness of these
modalities, two other datasets were collected. One was SRP066632 (validation set 2), which preserved 41
single CTCs from breast cancer patients. This dataset con�rmed 65.1% (216/332) of modalities in single
CTCs (Fig. S1K). The other was SRP186111 (validation set 3), which contained 31 CTC clusters from
breast cancer patients and xenografts. This dataset con�rmed 80.2% (303/378) of modalities assigned
to AS events in CTC clusters (Fig. S1L). Altogether, these results revealed the AS pro�les of single CTCs
and CTC clusters and con�rmed that the modalities assigned to AS events were reliable.

The regulation and functional consequences of disturbed AS pro�les in CTC clusters

We next asked how many AS events changed modalities and found that only ~20% (129/786) of AS
events shared between single CTCs and CTC clusters exhibited alterations (Fig. 2A). This �nding agreed
with previous studies reporting that CTC clusters and single CTCs exhibited similar molecular pro�les[5,
17]. All these differential events were implicated in bimodal or multimodal modality, and no events
changed from excluded (included) modality to included (excluded) modality. As cells transition from
single CTCs to CTC clusters, the change from bimodal events to excluded or included events was the
most prominent (Fig. 2B). It has been accepted that splicing factors (SFs) are the primary regulator of AS
events[41]. Thus, we wondered whether the expression change of SFs would be the major mechanism
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resulting in these differential AS events between single CTCs and CTC clusters. From SpliceAid2[29], We
collected 68 SFs (Table S2) and paired them with differential AS events to construct a dysregulation
network. To our surprise, among all SFs investigated, only 11 regulated differential AS events of eight
genes (Fig. 2C), suggesting that the expression change of SFs could not explain the differential AS events
between single CTCs and CTC clusters. We next performed Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis on
differential AS events and found that the most signi�cant GO term enriched was “RNA splicing” (Fig. 2D).
This result indicated that differential AS events-related genes that participate in “RNA splicing” may be
the key mechanism regulating widespread differential AS events in CTC clusters. To test this hypothesis,
we paired genes enriched in “RNA splicing” with differential AS events to construct another dysregulation
network. Sixteen genes were correlated with 47 differential AS events in this network, and SRSF6 was the
core factor that regulated the greatest number of events (Fig. 2E). To further con�rm that the differential
splicing of SRSF6 would affect more widespread changes of AS pro�les in CTC clusters, we conducted a
similar analysis on the other three datasets. As a result, SRSF6 was also a core factor in the
dysregulation network (Fig. S2). These results suggested that differentially spliced genes that participate
in “RNA splicing” were more important than the expression of SFs in mediating differential AS events.
Among these 16 differentially spliced genes, the AS events of at least 12 would lead to the change of
protein-coding abilities or the functional domains (Fig. S3), highlighting the signi�cance of maintaining
their dominant isoforms and reasoning why the differential splicing of these genes would lead to more
widespread changes of AS pro�les in CTC clusters. For instance, the alternative splicing of SRSF6 led to
two isoforms: SRSF6-201 and SRSF6-202. SRSF6-201 is a protein-coding isoform while SRSF6-202
suffers nonsense-mediated decay, a process eliminating mRNA transcripts that contain premature stop
codons. When the alternative exon was spliced out, the isoforms expressed by SRSF6 changed from
SRSF6-202 to SRSF6-201 and thus gained the function of regulating AS (Fig. 2F). The modality of SRSF6
changed from bimodal to excluded when single CTCs transited to CTC clusters (Fig. 2G), and this change
was con�rmed in dataset SRP133387 (Table S1). Thus, SRSF6 played its correct splice-regulation role in
all CTC clusters, while in some single CTCs, SRSF6 suffered nonsense-mediated decay and loss function.
Because it is widely known that SRSF6 promotes proliferation and metastasis of many types of
malignancy, including breast cancer[42-45], our results indicated that the gain of function of SRSF6
through alternative splicing in all CTC clusters resulted in the perturbation of AS pro�les and contributed
to the more malignant phenotype of CTC clusters compared with single CTCs.

CTC clusters showed global 3’ UTRs lengthening compared with single CTCs

We noticed that differential AS events-related genes were also signi�cantly enriched in “RNA export from
nucleus” and “mRNA 3'-end processing” (Fig. 2D). This led us to ask whether the transition of APA pro�les
was noticeable between single CTCs and CTC clusters. We identi�ed a total of 1686 APA events in single
CTCs and CTC clusters. Compared with primary breast tumor and breast cancer cell lines, the CTCs
preferred short 3’ UTRs (Fig. 3A). Similar to the distribution of PSI, the distribution of PDUI value in each
CTC is also homogeneous (Fig. 3B-C), as well as in primary breast tumors, tumor-adjacent tissues, and
breast cancer cell lines (Fig. S4A-C). Interestingly, the APA events identi�ed in breast cancer cell lines and
primary breast tumors were very alike, while about 60% APA events detected in single CTCs and CTC
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clusters were CTC-speci�c (Fig. 3D). In terms of the APA pro�les in CTCs, although some genes were
affected by multiple APA events, most genes experienced one APA event (Fig. 3E). In contrast to the
modality pro�le of AS events where included modality accounted for the most, the modality pro�le of APA
events was characteristic of excluded modality, also suggesting that single CTCs and CTC clusters
favored short 3’ UTRs (Fig. 3F; Table S3). This result was consistent with other studies reporting that
shortening 3’ UTRs is a hallmark of tumor cells[28, 46, 47]. To con�rm the reliability of modalities
assigned to APA events, we conducted a similar analysis on dataset SRP133387 (validation set 1) and
compared the results derived from both datasets. For single CTCs, 85.4% (1440/1686) of APA events had
the same modalities, while for CTC clusters, 86.7% (1462/1686) of modalities were the same (Fig. 3G-H).
To further validate the reliability of these modalities, two other datasets were also analyzed. Dataset
SRP066632 (validation set 2) con�rmed 61.3% (1034/1686) of modalities in single CTCs (Fig. S4D),
while dataset SRP186111 con�rmed 70.6% (1191/1686) of modalities in CTC clusters (Fig. S4E).
Altogether, these results unraveled the APA pro�les of single CTCs and CTC clusters and con�rmed that
the modalities assigned to APA events were reliable. We next compared APA pro�les between single CTCs
and CTC clusters and found that CTC clusters exhibited global lengthening of 3’ UTRs (Fig. 3I-J).
Validation set 1 also con�rmed this tendency (Fig. S4F). We found two APA events with longer 3’ UTR in
CTC clusters were associated with drug sensitivity. Longer 3’UTR of C7orf50 was associated with lower
IC50 of Palbociclib while longer 3’UTR of CBR3-AS1 was related to higher IC50 of Doxorubicin (Fig. 3K-N),
suggesting these APA events may affect the drug sensitivity of CTC clusters. Besides, we found 3’ UTR of
MRPL40 was longer in CTC clusters and longer 3’ UTR of MRPL40 is associated with poor survival of
breast cancer patients (Fig. 3O-P), indicating this APA event may play a crucial role in CTC clusters.

PPP1CA mediated the widespread perturbation of APA pro�les in CTC clusters

We further asked how many AS events changed modalities and identi�ed 223 differential APA events
between single CTCs and CTC clusters. The most notable changes of modalities were excluded to
multimodal and multimodal to included, including 46 and 55 differential APA events, respectively (Fig.
4A). This result matched the �nding that CTC clusters tended to use long 3’ UTRs. Among those
differential APA events with longer 3’ UTRs in CTC clusters, 52.8% of transcripts (94/178) gained at least
one highly conserved miRNA binding site and miR-325-3p binds to the greatest number of miRNA binding
sites gained in CTC clusters. While for differential APA events with shorter 3’ UTRs in CTC clusters, 58.5%
(24/41) lost at least one highly conserved miRNA binding site (Fig. 4B-C). Some researchers suggested
that 3’ UTR lengthening would mediate cellular senescence[48]. To check whether the 3’ UTR lengthening
in CTC clusters re�ected a more senescent phenotype than single CTCs, we compared the 3’ UTR
lengthening genes in CTC clusters with senescence-related 3’ UTR lengthening genes reported by those
researchers. AS a result, among 195 differential APA events-related genes, 157 showed larger median
PDUI values in CTC clusters, in which only 5 genes belonged to senescence-related 3’ UTR lengthening
genes, indicating that the 3’ UTR lengthening in CTC clusters was not associated with cellular senescence
(Fig. 4D; Table S4). Besides, there was almost no overlap between differential AS events-related genes,
differential APA events-related genes, and differential expression genes, suggesting that gene expression
levels, AS and APA regulated CTC clusters at almost completely different layers (Fig. 4E). We next
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wondered how extensive the differential AS events-related genes enriched in “mRNA 3’-end processing”
regulated the differential APA events and found that only two of these genes were correlated with
differential APA events of 10 genes, in which SRSF6 regulated APA of 9 genes (Fig. 4F). This result further
highlighted the signi�cance of differential splicing of SRSF6 on mediating the perturbation of
posttranscriptional regulation approaches in CTC clusters. Other studies have also reported that SRSF6
exerted an impact on PAS usage[49, 50]. However, this dysregulation network cannot explain why 223
APA events had modality changes between single CTCs and CTC clusters. Previous reports have
indicated that alterations in core APA factors’ expression or activities can in�uence PAS usage in
eukaryotes, such as CSTF2[51] and NUDT21[52]. Thus, we investigated how extensive these core APA
factors regulated differential APA events and which APA factor(s) played essential roles in CTC clusters.
To address these issues, we evaluated the relationship between 22 core APA factors (Table S5) with
differential APA events and revealed that 14 core APA factors regulated events of 81 genes (Fig. 4G).
Among these core factors, the regulatory ability of PPP1CA was the strongest, indicating that this factor
largely determined the differential APA events between single CTCs and CTC clusters (Fig. 4H). Results
from the other three datasets con�rmed that PPP1CA regulated the greatest number of differential APA
events (Fig. S5A-B). Thus, in contrast to the regulation of differential AS events where the differential AS
events-related genes enriched in “RNA splicing” mediated more perturbation of AS pro�les than the
expression of SFs, the expression of core APA factors was the main mechanism for regulating differential
APA events instead of the differential AS events-related genes enriched in “mRNA 3’-end processing”. In
addition to being a core APA factor, PPP1CA was also implicated in promoting multiple types of
malignancy, including breast cancer[53-55], and it was upregulated in CTC clusters compared to single
CTCs (Fig. 4I). Besides, those genes regulated by PPP1CA were signi�cantly enriched in “cellular response
to oxidative stress” and “cell cycle G2/M phase transition”, suggesting an important role of PPP1CA in
promoting a more malignant phenotype of CTC clusters through changing the APA pro�les (Fig. 4H).

Differential APA events boosted the cell cycle of CTC clusters and re�ected that CTC clusters endured less
oxidative stress

To further investigate the functional consequence of the altered APA pro�les, we performed GO
enrichment analysis on differential APA events between single CTCs and CTC clusters. Interestingly, these
genes were enriched in “antigen processing and presentation of peptide antigen via MHC class I”,
“regulation of cell cycle G2/M phase transition”, “cellular response to oxidative stress”, and other critical
signaling pathways such as IFN, TNF, NF-kappaB pathways (Fig. 5A). These GO terms referred to the
biological processes that ensure the survival of CTCs in the circulating blood, where they suffered high
oxidative stress, immune cells surveillance, and anti-tumor chemokines. These results suggested that
differential APA events may contribute to the survival and subsequent development of CTC clusters.
Oxidative stress is a critical impediment to the survival and metastasis of CTCs[56]. Previous studies
have reported that oxidative stress led to the overall 3’ UTRs shortening, and APA was a crucial
mechanism for cells to stabilize mRNA in response to stress[57]. Thus, the global lengthening of 3’ UTRs
re�ected that CTC clusters suffered less oxidative stress than single CTCs during transportation in the
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blood. In addition, the differential APA events enriched in “cellular response to oxidative stress” further
suggested that the oxidative stress was different between single CTCs and CTC clusters.

The result that differential APA events were enriched in “regulation of cell cycle G2/M phase transition”
led us to ask whether there was a difference in the cell cycle status between single CTCs and CTC
clusters. As a result, we found that compared to single CTCs, more CTC clusters were in the G2/M phase
(Fig. 5B). This result was further con�rmed by the three other datasets (Fig. 5C-D; Table S6). Among the
ten genes enriched in “regulation of cell cycle G2/M phase transition”, four showed an evident difference
in terms of median delta PDUI (|delta PDUI| > 0.1) between single CTCs and CTC clusters, in which the 3’
UTRs of H2AFY, SSNA1, CDK1, PSMD2 were longer in CTC clusters (Fig. 5E). Besides, in the G2/M phase,
the 3’ UTRs of H2AFY, SSNA1, CDK1, PSMD2 were signi�cantly longer (Fig. 5F-I) while of other six genes
were not (Fig. S5C-I), indicating a regulatory effect of the APA events involved in these four genes on cell
cycle status. These results altogether suggested that through differential APA of these G2/M phase
regulatory genes, CTC clusters tended to go into the G2/M phase, thus were more proliferative as
indicated by previous studies[17].

Discussions
To our knowledge, this study is the �rst to focus on revealing the regulation and functional consequence
of AS and APA pro�les in single CTCs and CTC clusters. Through comprehensive analysis of scRNA-seq
datasets produced according to the Smart-seq2 protocol, we identi�ed 994 and 836 high-con�dence AS
events in single CTCs and CTC clusters, respectively. The number of events detected in this study was
lower than other studies based on bulk tumor RNA-seq data, where the total number of SE and MXE
events was more than 3,000[39, 40]. This inconsistency is partly because of the relatively low sequencing
depth of scRNA-seq compared with bulk RNA-seq and the biological difference of single cell from bulk
cells. Since this study is based on scRNA-seq data, it is better to categorize the distribution of AS and APA
events into modalities to detect the difference between single CTCs and CTC clusters. Methods for
detecting difference applied by many other studies on bulk RNA-seq datasets assume that a unimodal
distribution within a condition well characterizes AS and APA events. But the AS and APA events are not
always unimodal within a group of cells, and thus the e�ciency of these methods is insu�cient[58]. We
found that the number of included and excluded AS events accounted for the most, and no middle
modality was identi�ed in single CTCs and CTC clusters. These results strongly agreed with other studies
suggesting that either one or the other isoform is dominant in a given cell, with few cells producing both
isoforms[59-61].

We next identi�ed little difference in AS pro�les between single CTCs and CTC clusters. Previous studies
have illustrated that both cell types exhibited similar gene expression pro�les and CpG methylation
pro�les[5, 17], here we extended the knowledge and suggested that the AS pro�les were also similar
between single CTCs and CTC clusters. The molecular pro�les of CTCs clustered based on the patients of
origin or the speci�c xenograft models[17] justi�ed �nding differences within matched samples in this
study. We investigated the upstream regulation of differential AS events and found that the self-splicing
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of SFs (instead of the expression alteration of SFs) was the primary mechanism resulting in the
perturbation of AS pro�les in CTC clusters. This result explained why AS pro�les changed and suggested
correct directions to design AS-targeted therapies to interfere with CTC clusters. For example, we in this
study concluded that the gain of function of SRSF6 through AS in all CTC clusters contributed to the
more malignant phenotype of this group of cells. Thus, we could try to design ASOs switching the
splicing of SRSF6 to attack CTC clusters in the future.

We next investigated the APA pro�les and found that CTC clusters exhibited global lengthening of 3’
UTRs. This result highlighted the apparent difference of APA pro�les between single CTCs and CTC
clusters. We suggested that the global 3’ UTR lengthening re�ected less oxidative stress suffered by CTC
clusters in the circulating blood. Many other researchers proposed that because of the physical structure
of CTC clusters, it is reasonable to suspect that CTC clusters are subject to less oxidative stress exerted
by circulating blood[62, 63]. Here, we provided molecular evidence supporting this hypothesis. By
investigating the upstream regulatory mechanism of differential APA events, we found that PPP1CA
played a crucial role in promoting CTC clusters through changing the APA pro�les. This result suggested
that targeting PPP1CA may be a promising approach to interfere with CTC clusters.

Finally, we found that CTC clusters were more advanced in cell cycle status than single CTCs, and this
was mediated through differential APA of G2/M phase regulatory genes. This result revealed and
highlighted the importance of APA on CTC clusters for the �rst time and proposed a novel molecular
mechanism mediating the more proliferative phenotype of CTC clusters as indicated by previous
studies[17].

Our study indeed holds some limitations. First, due to the feature of scRNA-seq data and the limitation of
algorithms detecting AS events, we only investigated two types of AS events among seven (SE, MXE, A3,
A5, AL, AF, RI) in this study. Almost all studies aimed at dissecting AS pro�les based on short-read scRNA-
seq data were subject to this restriction[64-66]. Second, the number of single CTCs and CTC clusters
analyzed was relatively small, and a larger sample size may be more convincing. Third, although we
interrogated the functional consequences of differential AS and APA events, most isoforms’ speci�c and
clear functions are still largely unknown. Uncovering the precise functions of each isoform will help to
more thoroughly assess the impact of AS and APA pro�le alterations. However, no high-throughput
approaches have been developed to distinguish essential isoforms from isoforms that have little effect in
metastasis. Thus, in the future, time-consuming wet experiments are required to explore the function of
abundant isoforms generated by AS and APA.

In summary, our research provides comprehensive insights into the AS and APA pro�les of single CTCs
and CTC clusters, reveals speci�c mechanisms that lead to the perturbation of these posttranscriptional
regulation approaches, and highlights the association between phenotypes of CTCs (such as cell cycle
status) and posttranscriptional regulation dynamics. This study uncovers the posttranscriptional diversity
of single CTCs and CTC clusters for the �rst time and is expected to direct and stimulate translational
research aiming to develop ASOs for attacking CTC clusters.
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Conclusions
Our study comprehensively revealed the dynamics, regulation, and functional consequence of AS and
APA pro�les in CTC clusters for the �rst time, found that the perturbation of AS and APA contributed to
the superiority of CTC clusters, and laid the foundation for developing ASOs that interfere with CTC
clusters.
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Figures

Figure 1

Overview of AS pro�les in single CTCs and CTC clusters. (A) Boxplot showing uniquely mapped reads for
single CTCs and CTC clusters from discovery set (SRP131647). (B) The normalized coverage of reads
from scRNA-seq libraries from discovery set. (C-D) Principal component analysis of all cells in 4 datasets
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based on AS pro�les. (E) Boxplot showing the number of AS events detected for each cell from discovery
set. (F) Bar plot showing the number of detected AS events and their related genes in single CTCs and
CTC clusters. (G) The proportion of the alternative exons with intact codons. (H) Distribution of the
median value of PSI in single CTCs and CTC clusters. (I-J) Distribution of PSI values of each cell in single
CTCs group (I) and CTC clusters group (J). (K) A pattern diagram of the �ve modalities. (L) Statistics on
the modalities assigned to AS events in single CTCs and CTC clusters. (M) Heatmap showing the
consistency of modalities assigned to AS events in single CTCs from discovery set and validation set 1
(SRP133387). The darker the color of the principal diagonal, the stronger the consistency. (N) The
consistency of modalities assigned to AS events in CTC clusters from discovery set and validation set 1.
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Figure 2

The differential AS events between single CTCs and CTC clusters. (A) Heatmap showing the AS events
that changed modalities between single CTCs and CTC clusters. (B) Summary of the pattern of
differential AS events. (C) Network illustrating the differential AS events regulated by the expression of
SFs. Orange circles indicate SFs, while blue circles indicate differential AS events-related genes. Red lines
mean that the expression of SFs was positively correlated with the PSI value of AS events. Green lines
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mean negative correlations. (D) GO enrichment analysis of differential AS events-related genes. (E)
Network illustrating the regulatory effects of differentially spliced genes that participate in “RNA splicing”
on differential AS events. (F) The schematic plot of two transcripts of SRSF6, in which the lines indicate
introns, the higher boxes indicate exons in the open reading frame (ORF), and the lower boxes indicate the
5′ untranslated region (5′UTR) and 3′ untranslated region (3′UTR). (G) Sashimi plot exhibiting the
coverage of SRSF6’s alternative exon (green color) in single CTCs and CTC clusters.

Figure 3
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Overview of APA pro�les in single CTCs and CTC clusters. (A) Distribution of median PDUI values in
single CTCs, CTC clusters, TCGA normal breast tissues, TCGA breast cancers, and breast cancer cell lines.
(B-C) Distribution of PDUI values of each cell in single CTCs (B) and CTC clusters (C). (D) Overlap of
detected APA events in circulating tumor cells, TCGA samples, and breast cancer cell lines. (E) Statistics
on the number of APA events implicated in each gene. (F) The distribution of modalities assigned to APA
events in single CTCs and CTC clusters. (G) Heatmap showing the consistency of modalities assigned to
APA events in single CTCs from discovery set and validation set 1. (H) The consistency of modalities
assigned to APA events in CTC clusters from discovery set and validation set 1. (I-J) Heatmap and Bar
plot showing global 3’ UTRs lengthening in CTC clusters. (K) The PDUI value of C7orf50 was negatively
correlated with the IC50 value of Palbociclib. (L) The PDUI value of C7orf50 was signi�cantly larger in
CTC clusters. (M) The PDUI value of CBR3-AS1 was positively correlated with the IC50 value of
Doxorubicin. (N) The PDUI value of CBR3-AS1 was signi�cantly larger in CTC clusters. (O) The Kaplan-
Meier survival curve suggested that high PDUI of MRPL40 was associated with poor prognosis of breast
cancer patients. (P) The PDUI value of MRPL40 was signi�cantly larger in CTC clusters.
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Figure 4

PPP1CA mediated the widespread perturbation of APA pro�les in CTC clusters. (A) Heatmap showing
APA events that changed modalities between single CTCs and CTC clusters. (B) Bars showing the number
of APA events that gain highly conserved miRNA binding sites because of 3′ UTR lengthening. Dots
showing the number of binding sites each miRNA binds. (C) Number of APA events that lose highly
conserved miRNA binding sites because of 3′ UTR shortening. (D) The overlap between senescence-
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related 3’UTR lengthening genes and CTC cluster-related 3’UTR lengthening genes. (E) Venn diagram
showing little overlap between differential APA genes, differential AS genes, and differential expression
genes. (F) Network illustrating the regulatory effects of differentially spliced genes that participate in
“mRNA 3’-end processing” on differential APA events. (G) Network illustrating the differential APA events
regulated by the expression of core APA factors. (H) Purple bars showing the number of differential APA
events regulated by each core APA factors. Red bars showing the GO terms enriched by PPP1CA-
regulated genes. (I) The expression of 22 core APA factors in single CTCs and CTC clusters.
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Figure 5

The functional meaning of differential APA events. (A) GO terms enriched by differential APA events-
related genes. (B-D) Bar plot showing the cell cycle status of single CTCs and CTC clusters derived from
discovery set (B), validation set 1 (C), validation set 2 and validation set 3 (D). (E) The delta median PDUI
of four APA events between single CTCs and CTC clusters. Delta PDUI > 0 means that the corresponding
APA event favors long 3’UTR in CTC clusters. (F-I) PDUI values of the four genes involved in “regulation of
cell cycle G2/M phase transition” were connected with the cell cycle status.
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